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In People of the Plow, James McCann looks
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Ethiopia's highland agriculture that culminated in

field of historical inquiry but rather as a subset of
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broader themes in political economy and peasant

pansion in Ethiopia of ox-plow technology and an‐

studies. Recent African famines have generated

nual crop regimes over a period of two centuries.

considerable interest in examining the roots of

The first part of the book describes the physical

agricultural crises, but the accounts thus far pro‐

and demographic landscape and appraises macro-

duced have been synchronic, lop-sided, and unin‐

level changes in crop repertoire, land use, and

formed by historical evidence on agriculture.

population settlement patterns. The second pro‐

Even professional historians have failed to prac‐
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tice the fundamental principle of their trade--that
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is, the reconstruction of historical events, process‐
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The book's greatest value lies in its innovative

The conceptual framework of the book was

methodology. Scholars have long sought a sharper

previously formulated in two articles published in

theoretical focus on agricultural affairs, greater
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attention to multidisciplinary approaches, and
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empirically verifiable sources. They will reap

ers and that the pre-Oromo Sidama inhabitants of

great intellectual reward from McCann's "envi‐

the Gibe region had developed their own plow in‐

ronmentalist" approach, which draws eclectically

dependently of its northern counterpart. Obvious‐

on works on New World agriculture, the Annales

ly, the subject of the dispersal of Ethiopia's charac‐

school, and farming systems research. Ethiopi‐

teristic agriculture needs much more research

anists, who have long called for the integration of

and perhaps reinterpretation of data.
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In regard to sources, the author's intentions

ry, will be grateful to McCann for demonstrating

perhaps outrun his achievements. While McCann

that Ethiopian history is more meaningful and

admits that travelers' accounts are necessarily

historiographically relevant within the frame‐

snapshots of conditions prevailing at a particular

work of a broader African history than in its sup‐

time, he nevertheless frames his main questions

posedly unique context.

on the basis of commentaries by foreign ob‐

As for substantive contribution, McCann of‐

servers, whose visits are a century or two apart

fers refreshing interpretations regarding such is‐
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relationship between politics and agricultural de‐
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cline, and he puts in perspective assumptions
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apart may tend to be inaccurate and, ultimately,
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unreliable. Curiously, McCann has premised the

gument that the northern land tenure system, the

fundamental problem of his book on sources that
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tic, and, at times, contradictory (p. 33).

northern hegemony was extended over the south‐

For McCann, as for William Cronon, an effec‐

ern territories. McCann proposes that these fac‐

tive narrative of environmental history is one that

tors were secondary to the social transformation

"hides discontinuities, ellipses and contradictory

brought on by the spread of ox-plow agriculture

experiences" (p. 19). Doubtless, this is an inge‐

and the consequent "ecological revolution" that

nious methodology for dealing with lacunae; it
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also points to difficulties inherent in experimental
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Put another way, northern ox-plow technology

tion sometimes threaten to substitute for empiri‐

and the accompanying annual crop regime played

cal evidence.
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McCann's account is best when he follows his

ern peoples into the northern mode of production

primary sources closely and is less convincing

and way of life.

when he moves beyond his data. His analysis of

This is clearly an intriguing approach to the

the relationship between population growth and

issue of Abyssinian cultural hegemony. Neverthe‐

limited resources relies heavily on circumstantial

less, the argument rests on the assumption that

evidence. For instance, while recognizing the role

agricultural technology and cultivation were dif‐

of ambilineal inheritance systems, labor availabil‐

fused in a north-south direction by a powerful ex‐

ity, and physical landscapes in northern Ethiopia,

pansionist state. It must be remembered that the

McCann identifies migration as the primary cause

Oromo had knowledge of cereal cultivation long

of demographic pressure and subsequent land

before they came into contact with the northern‐

subdivision, fragmentation, and scarcity.
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The connection between population pressure

dustrial agriculture. However, none of McCann's

and population movement, however, seems weak

three case studies exhibits the cyclical relation‐

and obscure. In Ankober, the migration of the

ship between demography and productivity that

highland population into the Denki valley does

was central to LeRoy Ladurie's model.

not seem to have eased population pressures in

In preindustrial Europe, a fundamental trans‐

the highlands. In Ada, we observe parallel but

formation in rural mentalite resulted in a break

contradictory processes of in-migration and wide‐

in the cycle of agrarian population growth and

spread eviction. Migration appears to serve no ex‐

consequent subsistence crises and and led to new

plicit purpose. One gets an overall impression of

technology and agronomy. The changes, in turn,

ubiquitous population movement, but no defini‐

ensured the continuous growth that led to the

tive examples of its prevalence. Perhaps, Mc‐

capitalist economy. Ethiopia's modern agriculture

Cann's "qualitative" sources have overstated the

is thus comparable only to preindustrial Euro‐

whole issue of migration.

pean agriculture, and its deepening crisis does not

Concerning analytical categories, McCann fa‐

seem to portend a European-type transformation.

vors paying more attention to those factors that

It is not clear to me how this attempt at compari‐

directly affect agricultural productivity and plays

son helps to explain the failure of Ethiopia's mod‐

down the roles of state and class (landowners). He

ern agriculture.

contends that the state did not have the desire to

It is equally unclear whether or not the three

intervene in decisions at the farm level, and that

case studies provide sufficient material to validate

farmers therefore concerned themselves less with

McCann's main thesis that the story of Ethiopian

politics than with such factors as demographic

agriculture is the conversion of horticultural soci‐

changes, climate, technology, and social property

eties, pastoralists, and agrarian systems based on

relations. It is inarguable that farmers consider

perennial crops to the ox-plow complex depen‐

these factors vital, but it is unlikely that they
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made any decision without considering their obli‐

management. In the first place, McCann does not

gations to the state or the landlord. In the nine‐

quite explain why his chosen regions were select‐

teenth century, the royal court atop a hill in

ed for analysis. Because all three areas are located

Ankober was a constant reminder for Argobba

on the northwestern highlands lying west of the

farmers of their obligations to the state. One hun‐
dred

years

later,

the

evidence

shows

Rift Valley, they cannot be projected as represen‐

that

tative of the entire Ethiopia region.

landowners in Ada did intervene in farm-level de‐

Except for some passing remarks on agricul‐

cisions when, for instance, they forbade the culti‐

ture in Chercher, McCann does not present the

vation of the local staple sorghum in favor of

condition of agricultural change in the southeast‐

more marketable teff.

ern highlands. An analysis of the Harerge region,

On a theoretical plane, McCann argues that

which includes Chercher, not only would have ex‐

the process of Ethiopia's ox-plow complex more

panded the geographical scope but also the histor‐

closely resembles Emmanuel LeRoy Ladurie's

ical dimension of McCann's study. Furthermore,

"great agrarian cycle" than Boserup's model of

as a region with a long history of commercial con‐

population pressure followed by intensification.

tact with the outside world, study of Harerge

He rightly compares the slow evolution of

would have provided an opportunity to examine

Ethiopia's historic agricultural technology and

the effects of the world economy on Ethiopia's

cropping system with the sluggish process of tech‐

agriculture, a subject that McCann seems to have

nological change characteristic of Europe's prein‐

entirely neglected in all his case studies. (I should
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also point out that the current trend in agricultur‐
al practice in Harerge runs contrary to McCann's
thesis. Unlike the three micro-agronomic regions,
where the long-term trend is the gradual shift
from perennials to annual cereal cultivation, the
evidence from Harerge highlands shows the grad‐
ual replacement of fruit, vegetable, coffee, and ce‐
real fields by khat orchards.)
It is therefore to be regretted that the geo‐
graphical scope of a study about Ethiopia's agri‐
cultural history did not include an important half
of the country. Neverthelss, McCann has written a
rich, interesting, and imaginative book that will
likely fuel debate and set research agendas. The
author's creative methodology will be utilized ex‐
tensively by historians and spur a flurry of simi‐
lar historical studies about agriculture in Africa.
The book is precedent-setting and demands the at‐
tention of Africanists and other scholars.
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